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                 This assignment is a reply to a discussion that needs to be answered in a maximum of 200 words with one reference.                This assignment is a reply to a discussion that needs to be answered in a maximum of 200 words with one reference.

                6   Rubrics   Below are the rubrics that are used to assess your graded activities in this course.  Discussion Initial Post and Reply Rubric  Initial Post  Criteria  Does Not Meet  Expectations (0 –1)  Nearly Meets  Expectations (2)  Meets  Expectations (3)  Relevance of  Post  Answer does not  relate to the discussion question.  Answer relates to the discussion question but  demonstrates minimal critical thinking or  contains misinformation, inaccurate thinking, and/or irrelevant remarks.  Answer relates to the discussion question, is accur ate and relevant,  presents correct information, and demonstrates critical thinking.  Expression within the  Post  No clear expression of opinions or ideas or no connection to  topic  Minimal expression of opinions or ideas or  unclear connection to topic  Clear and concise expression of opinions and ideas with obvious connection to topic  Mechanics  Many spelling and grammar errors in post; post appears “hasty,” does not follow APA guidelines; post does not cite any resources in APA format to support opinion.  Some spelling and grammar errors in post; cites at least one resource to support opinion, but APA format contains errors.  Post is grammatically correct with rare misspellings; a dheres  to all APA guidelines; consistently cites at least two resources in APA format to support opinion.  Total  9 points  Replies   Does Not Meet Expectations (0)  Nearly Meets  Expectations (1)  Meets  Expectations (2)  7   Relevance of  Post  Does not respond to  at least two classmates.  Responds to at least two classmates, but  responses do not relate to the discussion or contain  misinformation, inaccurate thinking, and/or irrelevant remarks.  Responds to at least two classmates. Responses relate to the d iscussion  question, are accurate and relevant, and present correct information.  Participation  Does not respond to at least two classmates, or posts  are not substantive; marginal effort to become involved in group discussion.  Responds to at least two classmates with some detailed remarks regarding their contributions; presents relevant viewpoints for consideration.  Responds to at least two class mates; consistently  encourages and facilitates interaction among peers during the course of the discussion period; develops thought - provoking questions to facilitate discussion.  Mechanics  Responses do not demonstrate use of professional vocabulary or APA writing style.  Responses occasionally demonstrate use of professional vocabulary and APA writing style.  Responses consistently demonstrate use of professional vocabulary and APA writing style.  Total  6 points            
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                Fast and convenient

                Simply post your question and get it answered by professional tutor within 30 minutes. It's as simple as that!
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                Any topic, any difficulty

                We've got thousands of tutors in different areas of study who are willing to help you with any kind of academic assignment, be it a math homework or an article. 
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